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Describing the transformation of South Africa’s Public Service from 1808-Post 
Apartheid South Africa: triumphs and challenges 

From 1808-1994, bureaucracy in South Africa was fragmented along ethnic and racial 
lines. Following the fall of apartheid in 1994, public administrators faced the challenge of 
implementing an inclusive representative bureaucracy to legitimize the new democratic 
dispensation. This paper describes the extent to which South Africa has achieved a 
representative bureaucracy, and what the nature of integration had on the existing 
bureaucracies.  

Since 1994, progress was made in achieving representative bureaucracy in two distinct 
policy stages. Stage one characterized passive integration through affirmative action and merit 
based employment; causing complex managerial and organizational conflict. Stage two 
represented a push towards active participation through diversity management in the public 
service. 

Several subsidiary components must first be addressed before an adequate description 
of these two policy stages can take place. The first component defines representative 
bureaucracy including active and passive representation. The second component is a historical 
account of South African bureaucracy from 1808 to present day. Third, the description can be 
framed in two questions: “What policy measures were implemented to achieve representative 
bureaucracy and what was their success?” and “what was the nature of this integration?”  

The scope of this description is limited.  Most literature in representative bureaucracy 
covers a wide range of sectors. While representative bureaucracy has similarities across 
contexts, this description confines discussion to the public bureaucracy. Furthermore, although 
this review addresses the works of influential thinkers in the representative bureaucracy 
movement, constraints and limited access to information means some major figures have not 
been included.  

Representative Bureaucracy: A literature review 

The first step in understanding representative bureaucracy is to uncover the essential 
characteristics of representative bureaucracy. 

Representative bureaucracy was initially used to describe the dominance of middle class 
bureaucrats in the British bureaucracy.  Donald Kingsley (1944) argued that the British Civil 
Service was successfully carrying out the wishes of the elected officials because they shared the 
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same middle class origins. Later, Long (1952: 811) extended the argument further by asserting 
that the U.S. federal bureaucracy provided effective and responsible representation for 
important interests and, in doing so, fills out the deficiencies of the Congress and the political 
executive. 

Levitan (1946), Long (1952), and Van Riper (1958) applied representative bureaucracy to 
an American context, arguing that a responsible bureaucracy was representative of American 
society. Krislov (1967, 57-58) argued that the extent to which diverse segments of society have 
the opportunity to hold important positions within the civil service “represents truths about the 
nature of societies they administer and the values that dominate them.” While initially a class 
focused concept, the advent of civil and women’s rights focused on how these groups could 
play a larger role in bureaucracy through representation. 

Active and Passive Representation 

 Representative bureaucracy later began to be defined by the question “what is the 
nature of representation?” Scholars, beginning with Mosher (1968) introduced two 
subcomponents to answer this question. 

Mosher (1968) argued that a bureaucracy can be representative in two ways. First, 
passive representation occurs when an organization includes specific groups, such as racial or 
ethnic minorities within its ranks. It is passively representative to the extent that it employs 
minorities and women in numbers proportionate to their share of the population. Second, 
Mosher (1968) proposed active representation, observed when a bureaucrat “presses the 
interests and desires of those whom they are presumed to represent.” (p. 11). It is active 
because it implies that the bureaucrats will act, either consciously or unconsciously to see that 
individuals who share their group identities are not overlooked when policy-relevant decisions 
are made. 

While Mosher’s (1968) definition of active representation focused on the behavior of 
individual bureaucrats, later literature showed the limitations of this, rather emphasizing 
aggregated data at an organizational level which does not separate the effects of the behavior 
of minority or females from nonminority and male bureaucrats. This is illustrated when non-
minorities actively create policies in minorities’ interest.  

In response, Meir (1975) and Larson (1975) argued there are three major components 
to representative bureaucracy. First, bureaucracy makes policy as well as implements policy; 
second, traditional controls of bureaucratic activity, such as budgetary oversight and legal 
constraints, are inadequate checks on an increasingly powerful bureaucracy; and third, 
representative bureaucracy is the solution to the problem of responsibility. 

Hyneman (1950) and Finer (1941) assert that the first assumption has been widely 
accepted, while disagreement exists concerning the second and third assumptions. This paper is 
concerned only with the last assumption. Selden, Brudney and Kellough (1998) elaborate on the 
third assumption by asserting that delegation to public servants with limited oversight creates 
challenges. They explore the link between passive and active representation in employment 
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practices, asserting that minority representatives are role-mediators between the demographic 
characteristics of the agency administrators and policy outputs. They link passive and active 
representation and propose that race, education, age, party identification, years employed, and 
perceived work obligations affect adherence to a minority representation. This confirms the 
minority representative role concept and the underlying theoretical linkages. 

However, later limitations of minority representatives as role mediators emerged. 
Selden, Brudney and Kellough (1998) propose that the extent to which an administrator adopts 
a minority role depends on variables associated with social background, organizational 
experience, pressure from individuals, and perceived admin roles. (Selden, S & Brudney J & 
Kellough J. (1998) pg. 722). These role expectations are communicated verbally and non-
verbally and can vary according to context. Socialization affects behavior; minority employees 
may feel an intense responsibility to other minority employees; creating cross-pressures to 
conform to organizational norms, bureaucratic routines.  

A common theme of representative bureaucracy is that representation of different 
groups enhances the legitimacy of the bureaucracy. Furthermore, the nature of the 
representation; whether it is active or passive contributes or detracts from this legitimacy. 

History of bureaucracy in South Africa: from monarchy to democracy 

Representative bureaucracy in South Africa was largely affected by historical factors. A 
brief discussion of South African history from 1808 to the present follows, tying the concepts of 
how representative bureaucracy was interpreted in different periods. 

Bureaucracy in South Africa shifted over time according to the aims and needs of the 
leadership. Beginning with the Zulu Kingdom in 1808, the bureaucracy maintained military 
control of the state. British control followed from 1879, institutionalizing administrative 
practices of the British Empire and weakened the African bureaucracy. In 1948, apartheid, a 
racially exclusive bureaucracy consolidate power by creating multiple and fragmented 
bureaucracies. Finally, in 1994 South Africa had its first truly democratic elections, beginning 
the process of creating a unified and representative bureaucracy. 

The Zulu Kingdom 1808-1879 

 The Zulu Kingdom represented the largest African empire in southern Africa. 
Formed by uniting various tribes, the Zulu Kingdom represents one of Africa’s first state 
bureaucracies, spanning a large proportion of modern day South Africa.  

 The kingdom’s bureaucracy was shaped by distinct breaks in the nature of Zulu 
government. Deflem (1999), describes the Zulu Kingdom from its formation in 1808, to its fall in 
the Anglo-Zulu war of 1879. During this seventy year period, the Zulu Kingdom had five kings 
who influenced the bureaucracy differently within three periods: first, foundations of the Zulu 
Kingdom, second, despotic rule, third, fall of the Zulu Kingdom.  
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 According to Deflem (1999), the foundation of the Zulu Kingdom began with 
Dingiswayo, chief of the Mthethwa, an Nguni-speaking group of the Bantu population in 
southeastern Africa. During his reign from 1808 to 1818, Dingiswayo conquered several 
chiefdoms surrounding the Mthethwa territory. By weakening the kinship of the conquered 
tribes, Dingiswayo formed one central government. This government limited the powers of the 
conquered chiefs and administered the Zulu Kingdom through appointees. The use of 
patronage became the bedrock for bureaucracy in South Africans for the next 70 years. 

 A period of despotic rule followed Dingiswayo’s death. Shaka Zulu, a general 
enlarged the empire, shifting the government into authoritarian rule. Shaka delegated power to 
generals, using the army to administrate the state, replacing traditional elders, or members of 
the royal family as appointees to conquered tribes. Deflem (1999) asserts that Shaka 
maintained centralized control through a series of communication and negotiated tactics based 
on military strategies; framing the bureaucracy as solely responsive to the authoritarian leader. 
Shaka was eventually assassinated by Dinagane who weakened the influence of generals, 
shifting the bureaucratic focus towards the economy, reinstating the older systems of 
patronage for elders and the royal family.  

 Finally, the fall of the Zulu Kingdom began when king Mpande integrated military 
regiments into a system of economic redistribution. King Mpande consolidated political 
structures and implemented systems to function as an economically legitimate regime. The 
bureaucracy shifted from strict executive control towards a decentralized system as chiefs 
gained greater autonomy, administering their respective chiefdoms. Upon Dingane’s death, 
king Cetshwayo further deepened the decentralized bureaucracy by delegating to the chiefs 
and gradually limiting his powers. Eventually, Cetshwayo could not make nationwide decisions 
without the chief’s consent.  

 The influence of Europeans also grew over time. In 1873, Theolious Shepstone, 
Natal Secretary of Native affairs crowned Cetshwayo king and thus marked the beginning of 
European influence in Zulu and African bureaucracy. Tensions arose, resulting in the Anglo-Zulu 
war bringing the Zulu Kingdom under British Rule in 1879 as a Protectorate. British 
administrators were appointed to oversee Zulu affairs, instituting their bureaucratic framework 
and severely weakening the Zulu bureaucracy. 

Apartheid 1948-1994:  

 British rule and administration characterized South African bureaucracy from the 
Zulu defeat in 1879 until the advent of Apartheid in 1948. Apartheid represented a unified 
British and Afrikaner led government seeking to consolidate White minority rule. Apartheid was 
an administrative system oriented exclusively towards the needs of the White minority and 
represents another shift in the nature of representative bureaucracy in South Africa. The 
legitimacy of the apartheid regime was reinforced through the bureaucracy, an account of 
which follows. 
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Naff and Uys (2005) state that after the 1948 election of the National Party laws were 
passed beginning the segregation process, deepening administrative control of White minority 
over Black majority. The public service manifested the government’s commitment to 
segregation as Blacks were barred from participation. Official pronouncements underscored the 
exclusion of Blacks from training for employment. Women, particularly Black women were 
restricted; White women to clerical or secretarial jobs while black women toward domestic 
workers, cleaners and tea ladies. Women were also steered away from jobs in the bureaucracy. 

Spitz and Chaskalson (2000) propose that segregation intensified with the creation of 
and large scale relocation of Africans to “homelands,” a territory set aside for black inhabitants 
of South Africa for the purpose of concentrating the members of designated ethnic groups, thus making 
each of those territories ethnically homogeneous as the basis for creating "autonomous" nation states  

for South Africa's different black ethnic groups. Blacks living in these areas had the opportunity to 
participate in Parliament or the civil service, but that participation was limited to these 
“reserves” (Spitz and Chaskalson, 2000). This created a series of homogenous, mostly male 
dominated mini bureaucracies according to tribe, under the umbrella of White apartheid 
hegemony. 

In 1970’s and 1980’s some additional gestures were made such as the provision of 
tricameral Parliament with chambers for Coloreds and Indians (but not Blacks), although these 
parliaments were subordinate to the White chamber of parliament. In the 1980’s due to 
intense financial pressure from international and internal factions apartheid’s severest laws 
were rescinded. 

In 1989, F.W de Klerk, the newly elected president of the National Party accelerated the 
pace of reform, unbanning the African National Congress and other non-White parties and 
began negotiations on the functioning of government post-apartheid. An interim constitution 
was produced in 1993 providing an institutional framework for transition from apartheid to a 
democratic South Africa. The interim constitution also instituted national and provincial public 
service commissions to oversee the establishment and functioning of a non-partisan and 
professional civil service system. 

Democracy 1994-present 

In April 1994, the first democratic election was held and Nelson Mandela became 
president. A final constitution confirmed the continuation of the national Public Service 
Commission (PSC) with commissioners appointed for five years, to be independent and 
impartial, regulated by national legislation. The South African Constitution 1996, stated “there 
shall be an efficient, nonpartisan, career oriented public service broadly representative of the 
South African community…functioning on the basis of fairness and which shall serve all 
members in an unbiased and impartial manner in the exercise of its power and in compliance 
with its legal duty…” (South Africa Constitution 1996, (No. 108, of 1996). The South African 
Constitution of 1996 guided representative bureaucracy through policy and practice in the 
pursuit of legitimacy.  
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One of these measures was the reformation of the Department for Public 
Administration. This department had acquired most of the personnel policies and regulatory 
functions that had been the prevue of the provincial and national public service commissions-
most of these policies addressed the need for representation. According to Naff and Uys (2005), 
the obstacle of the new dispensation was twofold, on the one hand, to readdress the legacy of 
apartheid, which included splintered government departments, educational systems and 
dysfunctional and disjointed civil service systems; on the other, integrating these systems into a 
single system within the new unified Republic of South Africa where, in 1993, White men 
(primarily Afrikaans speaking) held 99% of management positions. 

What policy measures were implemented to achieve representative bureaucracy and what was 
their success? 

Affirmative action and merit based employment systems were two policy measures 
used to pursue representation in South African bureaucracy.  

Affirmative action largely characterized passive representation, while merit employment 
represented a push towards active representation. Employment data suggests that various 
goals for achieving demographic representation, it met many obstacles including fragmented 
bureaucracies and defining races within the new policies. 

The task of consolidating South Africa’s fragmented bureaucracies within one system 
was daunting. The United Nations Human Development Program (2000:102) asserted that “The 
public service inherited by government of the [Republic of South Africa] in 1994 was designed to 
promote and defend the social and economic system of apartheid and geared towards serving 
the material needs and interests of the White minority.” This objective was reiterated in the 
Employment Equity Act 1998, (No. 55 of 1998), the Public Service Act 1994 (No. 103 of 1994) 
and Personnel Code. Thus, the builders of the new government of the Republic of South Africa 
(RSA) recognized the need to transform the government into one that approximated the 
demographic composition of the nation. Framers of the Constitution of South Africa stated as 
one of its principles: “Public administration must be broadly representative of the South African 
people,…based on ability, objectivity, fairness and the need to readdress the imbalances of the 
past to achieve broad representation.” Chapter 10 of the Constitution of South Africa, 1996 (no. 
108 of 1996).  

Defining the characteristics that would be ‘represented’ became the first major 
challenge for the South African policy makers. South Africa has 55 million people, making it the 
second most populous country in Africa. Historically, apartheid built the bureaucracy on racial 
constructs, posing a complex challenge to new policy makers. The definition of Blacks was not 
related to skin color, rather defined as “those who are by law or tradition politically, 
economically and socially discriminated against as a group in South African society…” 
(Employment Equity Act 1998, (No. 55 of 1998) These groups include Africans, Coloureds and 
Indian/Asians. Thus, in terms of representation, ‘black’ became a collective term encompassing 
multiple ethnicities and race groups. Table 1 is census data for the year 2011 by race and sex, 
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according to the data, 91% of South Africa’s population is classified as ‘black.’ The importance 
of this fact emerges in the implementation of representative policies. 

Table 1: Mid-year population estimates by race and sex, 2011 

 

Figure 1: Statistics South Africa. Population census 2011 

But, none of the categories listed in Table 1 are as straightforward as they seem. The 
Coloured population is not a single racial or ethnic group but rather a mixture of many. It 
includes descendants of indigenous herders and hunter gatherers known as Khoisans, Malays 
brought by the Dutch from Indonesia, Griquas, Namas, Basters and people of mixed race. The 
Asian/Indian subpopulation is comprised of a small minority of Indians and an even smaller 
minority of Chinese. For that reason, the category is labeled Indian at times and Asian at others 
(Horowitz 1991). The White population consists of two distinct groups. The Cape Colony in 
South Africa was established by the Dutch East India Company in 1652 and controlled by the 
British in the 19th century. Since then, Naff and Uys (2005) asserts there has been deep ethno 
cultural antagonism between the British descendants and the Afrikaners.  

The complexities tied to racial definitions hampered the goal of reaching a 
representative bureaucracy in South Africa. Despite this, Naff (2010) proposes that 
employment operated according to two principles: affirmative action and merit based 
employment. These principles accelerated representation in the bureaucracy. 

The national and provincial government implemented affirmative action measures to 
reach representative targets. Public Service Act (No 103 of 1994) and the Employment Equity 
Act (No. 55 of 1998) called for the use of affirmative action measures, targeting groups for 
increased representation. These groups include women and men who are Asian, Colored and 
African; and people with disabilities. Among equally qualified candidates, the expectation is 
that the one selected will be from a group targeted for increased representation. Merit based 
employment formed the second principle. Merit based employment asserts that all must be 
given the opportunity to compete and those who are selected must be well-qualified for the 
position.  

The use of affirmative action and merit based employment explain why employment 
data in Table 2 and Table 3 suggest that goals for achieving demographic representation, 
especially for Blacks was achieved and exceeded set goals. 
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Table 2: Goals Specified by the White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service 
(WPTPS) in 1995 

 

These goals were periodically updated; Table 3 represents the most recent version of these 
objectives. 

Table 3: Goals specified by the President’s Cabinet in June 2006 

 

The results demonstrate that progress has been made in achieving representative 
bureaucracy. Africans now hold the majority of jobs at the national and provincial level 
compared to 1994 were Africans held only 2% of management jobs. The use of affirmative 
action and merit based employment acted as tools to reach this outcome.  

What has been the nature of this integration? 

Exploring the nature of achieving a representative bureaucracy offers clues to whether 
it can be classified as passive or active. Naff (2007) proposes two distinct periods that explore 
the nature of this integration: preliminary period between 1994 and 1998; and post the 
Employment Equity Act (EEA) of 1998. 

In 1994, two oversight entities-the Public Service Commission (PSC) and the Department 
of Public Service and Administration (DPSA) initiated to monitor government department’s 
progress of achieving the goals of a representative public service. In the preliminary period, the 
PSC and DPSA followed “a policy framework for the promotion of a broadly representative 
public service.” In reports, they called for an increased urgency for representation in the public 
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service and suggested measures to pressurize management to implement reform. These 
reforms called for equity plans based on passive representation; using affirmative action and 
merit based employment for its achievement. Finally, Employment Equity Commission in the 
Department of Labor was given oversight powers to see these goals accomplished. 

Affirmative action and merit based employment posed employers in both private and 
public sectors faced immense challenges in attempting to integrate into all levels of their 
organizations with Blacks, women and people with disabilities. Contributing to the challenge 
was the urgency with which this was done; bringing with it a number of difficult managerial 
issues. The two greatest challenges include swift reform and nature of affirmative action; merit 
based employment. 

Naff and Uys (2005) assert that in a short period of time, employers were required to 
perform their work in a new ‘intercultural’ workplace where they were unaccustomed to 
certain methods of communication and social interaction. Integration of the workforce through 
passive representation had intended and unintended consequences for employers and 
employees. The WPTS (1995: 3.1.2(a)) noted that: affirmative action was having a negative 
impact on morale in the service, resistance to change motivated by ideological opposition 
occurred and there was a deliberate effort to sabotage the process. (1995 3.1.2 (b))This is 
particularly the case when previously segregated groups come into contact against a 
background of social, political and economic inequality (Franchi 2003).  

An additional issue of continual tension was the relationship between merit and 
affirmative action efforts to achieve passive representation. Van Jaarsveld (2000) proposes that 
in a ‘normal society’ people should be hired based on merit, without regard to race and color, 
but that South Africa is a ‘non-normal’ society because of its historical discrimination. 
Furthermore, she suggests that “programs that offer undeserved promotions…employment to 
the unqualified and dismissals of White employees may result in in more racial tension“(Van 
Jaarsveld, (2000). pg. 23). 

While the first period characterized passive representation, the second period starting 
from 1998 onwards shifted the focus towards active representation; one of which included 
ways to “manage diversity.” (Naff, C 2007 pg. 27). Thomas (1996) proposes that managing 
diversity is a “comprehensive managerial process for developing an environment that works for 
all employees.”(80); it focuses on the “empowerment aspects of affirmative action,” and 
includes mentoring and coaching; personal development plans and leadership and 
management interventions. The 2007 PSC report on page nine it wrote: “in taking efforts 
forward…a key consideration…is to ensure that representivity is not just about replacing one 
face with another…but…the creation of a suitable organizational climate.” (PSC 2007:62). The 
WPHRM (1997) attempted to institutionalize this concept by proposing a diversity management 
strategy for each department that would “…identify and raise cultural awareness…analyze 
existing corporate culture…develop processes to manage diversity… [and] institutionalize 
diversity management practices…” (WPHRMPS 1997:27).  
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Shifting the focus from passive to active representation ensured close scrutiny of power 
relations and influence over decision making individuals had within government departments. 
The DPSA and PSC expanded their policies to include active representation, exemplified 
through an investment in human capital. The goal was to ensure that members actively 
represent the communities that they are meant to represent, as envisaged under the EEA 1998.  

Conclusion 

This paper describes the extent to which South Africa has achieved a representative 
bureaucracy, and what the nature of integration had on the existing bureaucracies. Beginning in 
1808 to present, a description of the challenges public administrators faced when 
implementing an inclusive representative bureaucracy was done in order display how this 
legitimized the new democratic dispensation. Two stages were discussed, stage one 
characterized passive integration through affirmative action and merit based employment; 
causing complex managerial and organizational conflict. Stage two represented a push towards 
active participation through diversity management in the public service. 
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